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Austin’s Mobile Brake Service Company – Brakes To Go – Rebrands,
Expands Offerings

Company Maintains a 150+ Reviewed Five-Star Yelp Rating, Now Offers Commercial Services

AUSTIN, Texas (PRWEB) March 30, 2016 -- Brakes To Go, Austin’s only mobile brake service company, is
proud to announce the company’s recent rebrand and the expansion of its Central Texas service operations.
With increased interest and demand for Brakes To Go’s mobile services, they have hired three new ASE-
certified technicians – allowing the company to field a total of four mobile technicians to service customers
across the Central Texas area. Now, instead of just Austin proper, Brakes To Go’s technicians can serve people
from Georgetown to San Marcos, Bastrop to Cedar Park, Elgin to Lakeway, and everywhere in between.
Additionally, Brakes To Go has expanded its offerings to commercial fleet vehicles, as well.

As on-demand, come-to-you services such as Uber and PostMates have become staples in contemporary life,
Brakes To Go extends the luxury and convenience of mobile services to brake repair. The convenience and
service customers enjoy with Brakes To Go is reflected in the company’s more than 150 Five-Star reviews on
Yelp.

“Many people rightfully see car maintenance as an inconvenience and a headache; that’s why we started Brakes
To Go,” said Brakes To Go founder Jonathan Ganther. “As a mobile brake repair service, we eliminate the
inconvenience of a day at the mechanic’s shop, bringing the repair to you. And because we’re shopless and
mobile, we don’t have the same overhead as traditional mechanics either, which translates to more affordable
service for our customers.”

Here’s how it works: Starting with an initial phone consultation, Brakes To Go personnel begin a preliminary
brake repair diagnosis and provide an initial estimate based on the customer’s description of their brake issue.
During this phone call, a service appointment is made at a date, time, and location most convenient for the
customer – whether that’s at home, work, or even in the gym parking lot. Brakes To Go’s goal is to provide
same-day service, and appointments are usually scheduled within one or two days of the initial phone call.
Appointments typically take about 40 minutes and do not require the customer to be present.

Over the past two years, Brakes To Go has received more than 150 Five-Star Yelp reviews and these positive
customer experiences have made Brakes To Go’s recent expansion possible. Brakes To Go’s focus on
convenience, value, and most of all, integrity has allowed the company to transform from a one-man operation
performed out of the back of a pick-up truck, to a company fielding four technicians in specialized service vans,
helping both individuals and commercial fleets with convenient brake repair.

More information about Brakes To Go can be found on their website at www.brakestogo.net.
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Contact Information
Kelsey Kemper
lookthinkmake
http://lookthinkmake.com
+1 (512) 402-6854

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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